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Abstract 

Forward traversal methods are used to process 
queries having nested predicates in  object-oriented 
databases. To expedite the forward traversal, a sig- 
nature replication technique is proposed. Object sig- 
nature is a signature formed b y  values of all atomic 
attributes defined in the object. When an object refers 
to other objects through its attribute, the object signa- 
ture of the referred object is stored into the referring 
object Using object signatures, nested predicates can 
be checked without inspecting referred objects. 

1 Introduction 

In object-oriented databases, the attribute of an 
object can have the object-identifier(O1D) of another 
object as a value. Through this OID, objects can refer 
to other objects. That is each object of a class can 
refer to an object or objects of other class by defining 
the referred class as the domain of the attribute of the 
referring class. We follow the lead of [l] in defining 
terms for this paper. 

Those classes related with their attributes form a 
hierarchical structure called class-attribute hierarchy 
[l]. Figure 1 is an example class-attribute hierarchy; 
the hierarchy is rooted at the class Student, and the 
‘*’ symbol next to an attribute indicates that the at- 
tribute is multi-valued. An attribute of any class in a 
class-attribute hierarchy is logically an attribute of the 
root of the hierarchy] that is, the attribute is a nested 
attribute of the root class [l]. The attribute name of 
the class Department is a nested attribute example of 
the class Student represented by Student.dept.name. 

A predicate that has a nested attribute is called 
a nested predicate[l]. A predicate such as Stu- 
dent.dept.name = ‘Computer’ is an example of a 
nested predicate of the class Student. To eval- 
uate queries with nested predicates] three traver- 

sals(cal1ed forward traversal, backward traversal and 
mized traversal) are proposed in [2]. 

Two techniques have been proposed for fast evalu- 
ations of queries having nested predicates [l 31. One 
is to use nested tndez [l] to index nested attributes] 
and the other is to use field replication techniques [3] 
to  avoid forward traversals. 

The field replication technique copies attribute val- 
ues of the frequently referred object and stores them 
into the referring object. As such, during forward 
traversal process] there is no need to access the re- 
ferred object to retrieve its attribute values. However 
the field replication technique might can cause high 
storage cost and data inconsitency problem. 

Indexing techniques can efficiently support back- 
ward traversals. But this requires high storage and 
maintenance costs. These overheads may constrain 
to limit indices for multiple attributes of the classes. 
Therefore] on the whole, indices are maintained only 
for important attributes. 

In this paper, as an another approach] signatures 
[4] for each object (called object signatures) are gen- 
erated from its attribute values and stored into the 
referring objects to support forward traversals. Us- 
ing this technique] nested predicates can be checked 
by using these signatures without accessing referred 
objects. Only when the predicates are successfully 
matched with the signature will the forward traversals 
continue to read values of the referred objects. Also, 
the characteristic that the signature file has low stor- 
age cost [5], will allow all attribute values of objects 
to be included to make the signatures. This makes 
it possible to evaluate any predicates on the classes. 
In the case where nested indices are also defined, it 
is possible to evaluate queries using mixed traversals 
which have both the nested index and the signatures. 

The organization of this paper is as follows. In sec- 
tion 2, forward traversals for query processing and 
signature approaches are described. In section 3, a 
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Figure 1: Class-attribute hierarchy 
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new forward traversal technique using signatures is 
described. Section 4 handles the cost evaluation for 
the proposed technique. Then we conclude in section 
5. - 

2 Forward traversals and signatures 

2.1 Forward traversals 

Three ways to visit class nodes in a query graph 
which is formed by a query on object-oriented 
database are proposed [a]. Unless indices are pro- 
vided, forward traversal could be normally used for 
processing queries. Below we briefly overview the 
three traversals. 

e Forward traversal: Visit the root class node first 
and visit other classes in any depth-first ordering. 

Reverse traversal: Visit leaf class nodes first and 
proceeds in a bottom-up route along the graph. 

e Mixed traversal: Visit class nodes by combination 
of the two traversal methods above. 

To explain the forward traversal] consider a query 
Q1 on the class-attribute hierarchy example in Fig- 
ure 1 and its query graph given in Figure 2. 

Q1: Retrieve student information whose de- 
partment is ‘Computer’ and university is lo- 
cated at  ‘Seoul’. 

If no indices are defined for the two nested at- 
tributes, Student.dept.name and Student.dept.univ.city, 
given in Q l ,  the query can be evaluated using the for- 
ward traversal. In this case, all objects in class Student 

Student Department University o-o*o 
name = ”Computer” city = “Seoul” 

Figure 2: Query graph for Q1 

should be retrieved. And for each object in Student, 
the referred object in class Department through the at- 
tribute dept of Student will be retrieved to check that 
its value of the attribute name is ‘Computer’. When 
this condition does not satisfy, the same procedure will 
be applied on the other Student objects. But when the 
condition is satisfied, referred objects in the class Uni- 
versity through the attribute univ of Department will 
be retrieved. And for the retrieved University object, 
the predicate on the University will be checked to see 
whether its value of the attribute city is ‘Seoul’. 

2.2 Signature 

Signature file indexing scheme, proposed for multi- 
key indexing] is now extending its application areas 
to  text retrievals [4] and multi-media data retrievals 

There are several methods for generating signa- 
tures from data [B], but here we only consider the 
superimposed coding method. Signature generation 
procedure through superimposed coding from data 
D={G.D.Hong, 25, Seoul} for the signature of D, SD,  
is shown in Table 1. In this process, we first hash each 
value using a function having two parameters b and 
k, which represents hashing size of bits and number of 
bits to  be set as ’1’ respectively. The signature is then 
simply derived from ORing all these hashing results. 

Using this signature, we can check whether the 

P, 71. 
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1000 1100 0000 0100 

Table 1: Signature generation example(in case b=16, 
k=4) 

given value is in a signature or not. This checking pro- 
cedure (called signature matching) selects candidate 
signatures to be examined. A signature S is qualified 
if and only if, for all bit-1 positions in the query sig- 
nature, the corresponding bit positions in S are also 
set to 1. 

Let ’n’ be the bitwise ‘AND‘ operator and let SQ 
be the signature of query Q. Then matching procedure 
can be formally represented as below. 

(SO SQ) = SQ 
Suppose multiple attribute values like “Seoul” and 

25 are given to query signatures as conjunctive (logical 
AND) conditions. If the hashing result of 26 is ‘1000 
0100 1000 lOOO’, then this also matches successfully 
with So. We call this a false drop. 

Signature files require low storage overhead and can 
provide multi-attribute indexing. Recently, signature 
file indexing is proposed for object-oriented databases 
[9]. But when it is used in indexing, retrieval perfor- 
mance degrades as the number of records increases. 

3 Forward traversal technique using 
signatures 

3.1 OID table and Object signatures 

Object signature is a signature formed by values 
of all atomic attributes defined in the object. Two 
methods are possible to represent OID. First, physical 
address of an object can be used as OID directly. Sec- 
ond, OID can be represented using logical addresses 
(called surrogates) with a mapping table (we call OID 
table) which maps each surrogate to its physical ad- 
dress. The first method generally provides good re- 
trieval performance. However, as objects relocate, re- 
trieval performance becomes worse and OID may not 
be unique unless other technique is used. The second 
one can make objects independent on storage struc- 
tures. But whenever objects are accessed, OID table 
search is necessary [lo]. In this paper, we assume that 

the OID table is used to map a surrogate to a physical 
address. Object retrieval procedure using the OID ta- 
ble consists of three steps shown in Figure 3 (a) when 
an 01D and some predicates are given. 

1. Retrieve a physical address of the object from the 
OID table 

2. Retrieve values of the object using the physical 
address 

3. Check predicates from the values retrieved from 
the above step 

Therefore, a t  least two disk I/Os are required. 
But when object signatures are stored in the OID 

table with its OID, retrieval procedure with predicates 
consists of the following steps. The precedure is also 
shown in Figure 3 (b). Throughout the paper, an 
object signature of OID is represented as S(O1D) for 
simplicity. 

1. Retrieve a physical address and the object signa- 
ture from the OID table 

2. Check predicates from the object signature 

3. Only when the above checking satisfies, they can 
retrieve values of the object using the physical 
address 

Therefore, using the object signatures stored in the 
OID table, query predicates on the object can be 
checked without retrieving actual values of the object. 

3.2 Reference relationships and object 
signatures 

The fact that an object A refers to an object B 
through its attribute means that using this attribute, 
values of the object B can be retrieved from the ob- 
ject A during operations on the object A. Accessing 
referred objects requires another disk access. But if 
we know the values of referred object, when we are 
accessing referring object during evaluation of nested 
predicates, it is not necessary to  access the referred 
object. 

The field replication technique [3] stores frequently 
accessed attribute values of the referred object into 
the referring object. 

Unlike the field replication technique, the object 
signatures (not the attribute values) are replicated in 
our approach. That is, when any object has OIDs of 
another object as its attribute values, not only their 
OIDs but also their object signatures are stored. 
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( 1 )  Access \ 
O D  table 

S#5 

(3) Check conditions c 

Km D#2 23 A#l {S#S, SM,. . . } 

O D  Table pFpGl 
Y e K c c e s s  object I 

(a) Conventional retrieval procedure. 

(2) Check conditions 
S#l O D  

Objects S#l 

(3) Access object 
if step(2) is 

(b) Retrievals using signatures 

Figure 3: Object retrieval procedure using OID 

name dept acle address friends 

name deDt aae address friends 

~ 5 1  Kim1 D#2 I S(D#2) I 23 I A#l I S(A#l) I {S#5, SM, . . . )I 
(b) Reference structure of OID and object signature 

01D Signature OID Signature 

Figure 4: Reference structure using OID 

Figure 4 shows a reference structure that shows the 
values of an object S#5 in the class Student with ref- 
erence relationships. 

3.3 Forward traversal algorithms using 
signatures. 

To explain query processing procedures using for- 
ward traversals: suppose an object A refers to an ob- 
ject B and nested predicates are given on the class 
to which the object B belongs. Then the procedure 
according to previous forward traversal is as follows. 

1. Retrieve the referring object A. 

2. Retrieve the object B which the object A refers 
to  through its attribute. 

3. Check predicates using values of the object B. 

In contrast, forward traversal steps using signature 
replication are as follows. 

1. Retrieve referring object A 

2. Check predicates using signature of the referred 
object in object A 

3. Only when above checking satisfies, retrieve the 
referred object B 

Consider an example query Q2 on classes in Fig- 
ure 1. 

Q2: Retrieve students in ‘Computer’ depart- 
ment. 

Suppose an object S # l  in class Student refers to an 
object D#2 in class Dept through an attribute dept. 

Then in the previous forward traversal procedure, 
as shown in Figure 5 (a), we need to also retrieve the 
D#2 object after retrieving S#1 object. Using val- 
ues of D#2, we can check whether the value of an 
attribute name is “Computer” or not. But in the for- 
ward traversal procedures using signatures, as shown 
in Figure 5 (b), we can check the predicates using 
the object signature S(D#2) which is also stored with 
OID D#2 in the object S#l after retrieving S#1 ob- 
ject. Only when the signature successfully matches, 
retrieval of the object D#2 is performed. 

In the inverted indexing scheme, we might have to 
search many indices for complex queries. But in the 
signature replication technique, the filtering effect of 
signatures is even more increasing for complex queries. 
As a consequence, the retrieval performance of the sig- 
nature replication method is superior to the inverted 
indexing scheme. 
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3.4.3 Updates of object signatures 

Object signatures need to  be updated whenever any 
value of the object changes. Therefore, all object sig- 
natures stored in the referring object should also be 
changed correspondingly. To update them with as low 
cost as possible, it is necessary to know which objects 
are referring to the referred object. 

If the system supports above mechanisms by keep- 
ing all reverse pointers, it is simple to update the ob- 
ject signatures. Otherwise, we can use link object as 
in the field replication [3]. 

But in the case where only insertions and deletions 
of objects are allowed and the update of values are 
prohibited, it becomes unnecessary to update object 
signatures discussed above. 

Student S#l DepartmentD#2 

Park 

(1)Access D#2 
S#l 20 

1 '  I 

M r 
(3) Check if name = "Computer" 

(a) Conventional forward traversal procedure. 

(2) Check 
StudentS#l - Signature DepartmentD#2 

/ 
(1) Access 

S#l 

Computer 

* S(0D) is object signature of O D  
(b) Forward traversal procedure using signatures. 

Figure 5 :  Comparison of forward traversals 

3.4 Management of object signatures 

3.4.1 Creation of object signatures 

When an object is created, the corresponding object 
signature is stored in the OID table. When one object 
is referring to other object through its attribute, the 
object signature of the referred object is stored with 
its OID into the referring object. Therefore, when 
one object refers to  multiple objects through different 
attributes, then the same number of object signatures 
need to be stored in the referring object. 

3.4.2 Size of object signatures 

The size b of an object signature varies according to 
which class the object belongs to. Generally, the size b 
of a signature is determined by the number of attribute 
values which make the signature and by the false drop 
probability. The formula to  calculate b is given as 
follows[ll]: let nattr  be the number of attributes and 
Fd be the false drop probability. 

3.5 Mixed traversals with nested indices 

Signature replication techniques can evaluate 
queries even more efficiently if the nested indices [l] 
are also defined. The nested indices can support back- 
ward traversals while signature replications support 
forward traversals. As a result, we can utilize both 
techniques. 

Query Q1 has two nested predicates of attributes, 
Student.dept.name and Student.dept.univ.city. If one 
index is readily defined in one of the two attributes, 
we can process the query more efficiently by using 
mixed traversal methods. Therefore, when any index 
has been defined, then first use the index and later the 
signature replication technique. 

Figure 6 generalizes mixed query processing proce- 
dures for different types of queries by showing possi- 
ble query graphs and procedures. In the figure, A,B,C 
and D represent class names and we assume at least 
one predicate is given for each class. When nested in- 
dices are defined, we also assume that the indices are 
defined for the attributes of given predicates. 

Type IV represents the case where multiple predi- 
cates are given on class B and one attribute is defined 
to have a nested index. 

As we can see in the Figure 6, the basic rule of the 
processing procedure is to  first apply nested indices 
when any index is provided. From the filtered objects 
after applying nested indices, we can process the query 
using signature based forward traversals. 

For example, if a nested index 
on Student.dept.univ.city is defined, then we can se- 
lect objects in the class Student using this index. For 
each objects selected above, we can select Department 
objects by the forward traversal algorithms using sig- 
natures. Query Q3 shows the case of two predicates 
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on the class Address. 

Q3: Retrieve students who live at  Kwanak- 
Ku in Seoul. 

Type1 ._.... *M (a) Use Nested index B to A 
(b) Check condition of A 

(c) Signature Traversal 
fromBtoC -.._ Type= .__... --..-__._ 

(a) Use Nested index C to A 
(b) Check condition of A 

(c) Signature Traversal 
fromAtoB Type III 

(a) Use. Nested index B to A 

(b) Check condition of B 

(c) Check condition of A 

Type IV ..__.-- ~ .-_.___ a- “:‘@ (a) Use Nested index B to A 

Multiple (b) Check condition of A 

Conditions (c) Signature Traversal 
fromAtoB 

“@ (a) Use Nested index B to A 

(b) Check condition of A 
(c) Signature Traversal 

from A to C,D 

P ...__.___..___.._. _____) 

Class-Attribute hierarchy Nested Index 

Figure 6: Mixed query processing using nested index 
and signature replication 

Student 0 address yo 
city = “Seoul” AND 
area = “Kwanak” 

Figure 7: Query graph for Q3 

Query Q3 has two nested predicates of attributes, 
Student.address.city and Student.address.area. When 
one of the two index is already defined (Stu- 
dent.address.city), we can retrieve Student objects us- 
ing this index, and then use the forward traversal tech- 
nique using signature replications from the retrieved 
objects to check another predicate on the class Ad- 
dress. 

3.6 Set-valued attributes 

An attribute can be defined to have a set of OIDs 
like the attribute friends of the class Student in the 
example classes of Figure 1. Signature replication can 
also be applied to this kind of attributes. For this 
purpose, object signatures should be stored for each 
OIDs. 

For example, if one instance of the attribute friends 
= {S#1, S#2, S#5, S#lO}, then its signature repli- 
cated instance also becomes friends = {(S#l,  S(S#l)) ,  

Therefore, to  process a query like “Retrieve stu- 
dents whose friend name is ‘G.D.Hong”’, we can check 
given predicates for object signatures in the attribute 
friends using the forward traversal algorithms. 

(S#2, S(S#2)), @#5, S(S#5)),(S#10, S(S#lO))}. 

4 Performance evaluation 

In order to evaluate the performance of our ap- 
proach, let us consider a general query having the 
query graph in Figure 8. For each class Ci(1 5 i 5 
n - l ) ,  domain of its attribute Ai is defined as the 
class Ci+l. Number of n predicates Pred,(l  5 i 5 n) 
is also given on the attributes A:(A: # Ai) of the class 
c‘; . 

Parameters used for the evaluation are as follows. 

0 N;: Number of objects in the class Ci 

0 M;:  Number of objects that satisfy a predicate 
Predi in the class Ci 

0 Pi: Probability that an object in the class Ci sat- 
isfies a predicate Pred;, Pi = Mi/N; 

0 K :  Number of objects in the class Ci that must 
be retrieved to process the given query 

0 Fd: False drop probability of signatures 
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Figure 8: A general query graph 

For performance evaluation, we only consider the 
number of objects that need to be retrieved dur- 
ing query processing. In the following subsection, 
we compare the signature replication technique with 
the nested loop technique using the forward traversal 
method. 

4.1 Nested loop techniques 

Number of objects in the class C; that need to be 
retrieved, K(2  5 i 5 n) ,  can be calculated as follows. 

= (Number of objects retrieved in the class Ci-1) 
. (Probability that the object in the class Ci-1 
satisfies Predi-1) 

= K-1 . Pi-1 

VI is equal to the number of objects of the class C1 

Therefore, the total number of objects retrieved, V, 
( N d .  

will be as follows. 

v = Vl+VZ+V3+ . . .+ vn 
= VI + VlPI+ vlP1P2 + . . . + VlPlP,. . .pn-l 

VI is equal to NI and V, is calculated by VlPl(Pz+ 
(1 - Pz)Fd) because there are no false drop objects in 
vr. 

Figure 9 shows the comparisons of the two tech- 
niques when sample data is given. Suppose three 
classes Ci(1 5 i 5 3) are given based on the exam- 
ple query graph in Figure 8 and for each class, P; 
is equal to  10%. The number of objects in the class 
Ci(2 5 i 5 3) that should be accessed is shown in 
Figure 9 with varied Fd and Ni. We do not count 
the number of objects in the class Cl ( K )  because VI 
is equal to N I  which is independent on the selected 
techniques. 

The figure shows that the signature replication 
technique requires fewer objects that should be re- 
trieved than the nested loop technique. And there 
is a slight difference when the Fd is changed. 

There is also a difference in the retrieval procedure 
of objects in the class C1 between the two techniques. 

The signature replication technique can check pred- 
icates using object signatures in the OID table, and 
therefore, requires fewer disk I/Os than nested loop 
techniques as explained in the subsection 3.1. 

4.2 Signature replication techniques 

Number of objects in the class Cj that should be 
retrieved, K(3 5 i 5 n)  can be calculated as follows. 

K = (Number of objects retrieved in the class Ci-1 
. Probability that the object in the class Ci-1 

- Number of objects retrieved by false drops 

. (Probability that the object in the class Ci 

+ False drop probability) 

satisfies Pred;- 1 

in class Ci-1) 

satisfies Pred; using object signatures 

= K-1 ' (Pi-1 - (1 - Pi-1)Fd) ' (Pi + (1 - Pi)Fd) 

In this paper, the forward traversal method using 
signatures was proposed. A signature made from the 
attribute values of an object is stored into the OID ta- 
ble when the object is created. When any object refers 
to other object through its attribute, the object signa- 
ture of the referred object is stored into the referring 
object. Using this technique, nested predicates can 
be checked on the referring object using stored object 
signature without accessing the referred object. 

In addition, only by keeping object signatures in 
the OID table, physical object accesses after OID table 
accesses can be omitted. 

In this paper, we have only considered forward 
traversals for direct reference relationships. Replica- 
tion technique of object signatures for indirect refer- 
encing objects is at present being considered as further 
research. We also plan to consider values of unfor- 
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Figure 9: Performance comparison of forward traversals, in case Pi = 0.1( 1 5 i 5 3) 
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